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No label, no brand
The label is what really turns your product
into a brandname. It gives it that distinctive,
unique and individual touch. And this is preci-
sely our goal. This is what we believe in and
it's why we seek to advance print & apply
technology on a daily basis.

What's in 
a label?



Print and apply: 
The systematic way

Fast, reliable and flexible - you expect a
lot from the labeling of your products.
The labeling and print/apply systems
from Avery Dennison meet these expec-
tations. Made-to-measure, and suitable
for all kinds of applications. 

With the innovative expertise of an
undisputed specialist, Avery Dennison
offers you a wide range of intelligent
solutions that can be adapted to suit
your requirements. See for yourself.



AALLSS  222211--  223300
Compact, reliable and accurate

Your AALLSS  222211--  223300  
at a glance

The ALS 2 family
When space is tight, the modules of the ALS
2 family make their mark with their reliable
quality, simple operation and ease of mainte-
nance.

ALS 221
The ALS 221 is a multi-purpose industrial
unit, ideal for the food industry, for instance.
Since you are only concerned with the essen-
tial aspects, the ALS 221 only allows you to
set the most important basic parameters:
Labeling speed, photocell sensitivity and start
delay. This simplicity makes operation child's
play.

ALS 230
A real all-rounder, the ALS 230 is exceptionally
flexible and user-friendly. It can store up to four-

teen product/label combinations
for you, according to your require-
ments. It also compensates for
missing labels automatically and
meets your requirements to the
letter:

✔ APSF function*
✔ RS-232 interface

Label width, incl. backing material: 10 - 100 mm
Label length: Max. 999 mm (ALS 230); max. 220 mm (ALS 221)
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 300 mm, core 1.5" (others optional)
Dispensing speed: 0.2 - 30 m/min (ALS 230), 2 - 30 m/min (ALS 221)
APSF:* Standard (ALS 230 only), 0 - 30 m/min, APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Missing label function: Compensation (ALS 230)
Product database: 14 (ALS 230)
Tandem mode: No
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, serial interface (ALS 230),

sensor for transparent labels, material end detection (OD control),
device status interface

*APSF = automatic product speed following



AALLSS  332211--  333300
The middle-distance 

professionals
The ALS 3 family
Robust and versatile, the ALS 3 family fulfills
the most demanding international industrial
standards. Fitted with stepper motors and
cutting-edge processor controllers, they gua-
rantee maximum reliability and precision. Left
or right hand configurations available.

ALS 321
Since the range of menu options is restricted
to ensure user-friendliness, the ALS 321 can
be adapted to meet a wide variety of require-
ments with a minimum of fuss.

ALS 330
Functional extras mean
that the ALS 330 is a real
all-rounder to give you the
edge.

✔ APSF function*
✔ 14 product databases
✔ Missing label detection 

and compensation

Label width, incl. backing material: 10 - 160 mm
Label length: 10 - 200 mm (ALS 321), 10 - 999 mm (ALS 330)
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 300 mm, core 1.5" (others optional)
Dispensing speed: 2 - 25 m/min. (ALS 321), 0.2 - 25m/min. (ALS 330)
APSF:* Standard (ALS 330 only), 0 - 25 m/min, APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Missing label function: Compensation (ALS 330)
Product database: 14
Tandem mode: No
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, serial interfaces (ALS 330),

sensor for transparent labels, material end detection (OD control),
device status interface

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Your AALLSS  332211--  333300
at a glance



AALLSS  334411----  335500
Fast and efficient

Your AALLSS  334411--  335500
at a glance

ALS 341
Speed, sensor and start delay: You don't
need any more parameters than this to
get the ALS 341 up and running quickly,
easily and accurately. Even the smallest
labels are applied reliably and with preci-
sion.

ALS 350
The ALS 350 also reveals itself to be
extraordinarily multi-talented. Its eleven
product databases can be reprogram-
med in a matter of moments. And 

there's more:

✔ APSF function*
✔ Variable start delay
✔ Tandem mode

(ALS 350)
✔ Possibility of inte-

gration into filling 
systems and rotary
table machines, for
the pharmaceutical
and cosmetic indus-
tries, for instance.

Label width, incl. backing material: 10 - 160 mm
Label length: 5 - 350 mm
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 400 mm, core 3" (others optional)
Dispensing speed: 0.2 - 55 m/min (ALS 341), 0.5 - 55 m/min (ALS 350)
APSF:* Standard (ALS 350 only), 0 - 55 m/min, APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Missing label function: Automatic stop (ALS 341), compensation (ALS 350)
Product database: 11 (ALS 350 only)
Tandem mode: Yes (ALS 350 only)
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, serial interfaces (ALS 350),

sensor for transparent labels, device status interface,
material end detection (OD control)

*APSF = automatic product speed following



AALLSS  338800  
At top speed

Your AALLSS  338800
at a glance

The ALS 380 family
Because it's so robust and so versatile,
the ALS 380 family exceeds even the
most stringent EU quality directives.
Available in left and right hand configura-
tions, the combination of stepper motor
and processor controller delivers reliable
precision even at the highest speeds.

ALS 380 (HS)
A real sprinter, the ALS 380 gives you
the competitive edge. It can print up to
100 m and apply up to 1000 labels per
minute - depending on their length.
Absolutely accurate, and available as left
or right hand configurations.

With its eleven product databases, you
can set this system individually to meet
the requirements of your
various labeling procedures.
Sophisticated drive technolo-
gy ensures that the ALS 380
just keeps on running smoo-
thly and efficiently:

✔ Push / pull mechanism
✔ Tandem mode
✔ Optimum tolerance values
✔ APSF function*

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Label width, incl. backing material: 10 - 160 mm
Label length: 10 - 500 mm (depending on speed and required performance)
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 400 mm, core 3" (others optional)
Dispensing speed: 0.5 - 80 m/min (ALS 380), up to 1000 labels/min (ALS 380), 

0.5 - 100 m/min (ALS 380 HS)
APSF:* APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Missing label function: Automatic compensation
Product database: 11
Tandem mode: Yes
Accessories: Serial interface, sensor for transparent labels, material end detection 

(OD control), device status interface



AALLSS  442211  --  443300  --  445500  
Perfect for large labels

Your AALLSS  442211--  443300  --  445500
at a glance

The ALS 4 family
If size is what you are after for your labeling
needs, the ALS 4 family is the one for you.
Because the ALS 4 systems apply labels particu-
larly gently and smoothly. With a material width of
up to 230 mm.

ALS 421
The specialist for labeling chemical drums, drinks
cases or oil cans. The ALS 421 contains all the
important basic functions for labels up to a maxi-
mum width of 230 mm.

ALS 430
With the ALS 430, you also have the competitive
edge when it comes to label lengths of up to
999 mm.

ALS 450
The sprint specialist of the family is the ALS 450:
With a top speed of 55 m/min, it can dispense up
to 460 labels per minute (depending on the label
length). With a range of additional functions:

✔ Euro system dispensing edge
✔ Material end detection (OD control)
✔ Tandem mode

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Label width, incl. backing paper: 10 - 230 mm
Label length: 5 - 200 mm (ALS 421), 5 - 999 mm (ALS 430), 5 - 350 mm (ALS 450)
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 300 mm (ALS 421/430), outer up to 400 mm (ALS 450),

core 3" (others optional)
Dispensing speed: 2 - 18 m/min (ALS 421), 0.2 - 18 m/min (ALS 430), 0.5 - 55 m/min (ALS 450)
APSF:* Standard (ALS 430/450 only), 0 - 18m/min (ALS 430)

0 - 55 m/min (ALS 450), APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Missing label function: Compensation (ALS 430/450)
Product database: 14 (ALS 430), 11 (ALS 450)
Material end detection: Yes
Tandem mode: Yes (ALS 450 only)
USI I/O board: Yes (ALS 430/450 only)
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, serial interface (ALS 430/450), sensor for 

transparent labels, material end detection (OD control), device status interface



AALLSS  660000  EEuurroo
Altogether versatile

Your AALLSS  660000  EEuurroo
at a glance

The multi-talented ALS 600 Euro
For elliptical, round or square products.
On the front, at the back or on top. Wrap-
around, on-end. The ALS 600 Euro labels
everything - be they glasses, bottles, cans
or buckets.

And at the same time, the ALS 600 
Euro is based on a modular principle.
Because it can be combined with a whole
range of various dispensing and print /
dispense heads, such as the ALS 3 or
the 4 families. 

Of course, the ALS 600 Euro is also fitted
with a control system compliant with the
latest, most reliable industry standard:

✔ Product separator wheel
✔ Alignment unit (optional)
✔ Top hold-down belt
✔ Extensive range of acces-

sories

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Label width, incl. backing material: 230 mm (depending on the dispensing system)
Product dimensions W x H x D: Up to 100 x 300 x 35 mm
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 400 mm, core 1.5"/ 3" (depending on dispenser system)
Dispensing speed: Up to 55 m/min (depending on dispenser system), up to 200 labels/min
APSF:* Depending on dispenser system, APSF sensor not included
Label stop accuracy: ± 1 mm
Missing label function: Depending on dispenser system
Product database: Depending on dispenser system
Accessories: Alignment unit for elliptical products, "massage belt" for wrap-around 

labeling, thermal transfer printer, barcode verification systems, sensor for 
transparent labels, material end detection (OD control), rejection of defective 
products, integration of programmable controller allows check for faulty 
labels to be carried out



AALLXX  772200
Print & apply system 

with automatic 
speed adjustment

Your AALLXX  772200
at a glance

The ALX 720
Saves you an entire work step; it prints labels
between 35.4 and 100 mm wide and 5 and
330 mm long and immediately applies them
with the utmost precision - at a rate of up to
400 labels/min. The ALX 720 really is versa-
tile: With a conveyor speed of up to 500
mm/s, it prints and dispenses labels on the

top surface, side or base of your pro-
ducts. And it's perfect for applications
with regular changes of product, such
as the food and luxury goods indus-
tries, and in pharmaceuticals.

At a high speed of 300 mm/s, the
near-edge print head delivers a resolu-

tion of 300 dpi. This allows you to print even
the smallest fonts and graphics very quickly,
and razor-sharp. This level of efficiency and
quality gives you the edge on the market:

✔ Right or left hand configuration available
✔ Various standard dispensing edges
✔ Two of the 19 fonts are scalable
✔ Foil-saving mechanism

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Print technology: Direct thermal, thermal transfer
Print head: Near-edge
Resolution: 12 dots/mm (300 dpi)
Print speed: 100 - 300 mm/s in stages of 25.4 mm/s
Print width: 25.4 - 100 mm
Label width, incl. backing material: 35.4 - 100 mm, narrower label widths available on request
Label length: 5 - 330 mm
Output mode: Batch mode with 100% printable area
Fonts: 17 standard, 2 scalable
Barcodes: All major barcodes
Foil-saving mechanism: > 10 mm
APSF:* Standard, APSF sensor not included
Loop: Dancer-arm controlled
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Dispensing speed: 0.2 - 30 m/min with APSF*
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 300 mm, core 1.5" (others optional), length up to 300m
Foil roll diameter: Outer up to 90 mm, core 1.5", length up to 600 m 
Interface: RS 232 (standard), RS 485 (optional)
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, material end detection (OD control)

device status interface, Flash RAM card, etc.



AALLXX  992244  --  992255  --  992266
1:1 at various widths

Your AALLXX  992244  --  992255  --  992266
at a glance

The ALX 92 family
The print & apply systems of the ALX 92 family operate in
1:1 mode. They print and dispense your labels simultaneously
- for immediate identification of your products.

Perfect for content that is always changing, for shipping 
labels or labels in the automotive industry, for instance. With
print speeds of up to 400 mm/s, a resolution of 300 dpi and
an integrated dot check, the machines guarantee the highest
output rates combined with a top-quality printed image:

✔ Dispensing without applicator
✔ 64 bit CPU for multi-tasking
✔ Multi-language display can be 

rotated by 355°

ALX 924
For print widths of up to 106 mm, your first
choice for labeling is the ALX 924.

ALX 925
The ALX 925 puts you ahead of the pack for print widths of
up to 127 mm.

ALX 926
The most extensive talent is packed into the ALX 926 - this
allows you to print widths of up to 160 mm.

*APSF = automatic product speed following

Print technology: Direct thermal, thermal transfer
CPU: 64 bit, multi-tasking
Print head: Near-edge
Resolution: 12 dots/mm (300 dpi)
Print speed: 100 - 400 mm/s in steps of 5 mm/s
Print width: 106 mm (ALX 924), 127 mm (ALX 925), 160 mm (ALX 926)
Label width, incl. backing material: 16 - 130 mm (ALX 924/925), 16 - 184 mm (ALX 926)
Label length: 5 - 1000 mm
Output mode: 1:1 mode, batch mode
Fonts: 17 standard, 2 scalable
Barcodes: All major barcodes
Foil-saving mechanism: > 6 mm
APSF:* ÷
Loop: ÷
Label stop accuracy: ± 0.5 mm
Dispensing speed: 5 - 24 m/min (depending on material)
Material roll diameter: Outer up to 300 mm, core 1.5" (others optional)
Foil roll diameter: Outer up to 90 mm, core 1" (others optional), length up to 1000 m
Interface: RS 232 (standard), RS 485 (optional)
Accessories: Various dispensing edges, material end detection (OD control),

device status interface, Flash RAM card, etc.
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You're never far from 
an Avery Dennison 
representative:

Benelux
Denmark / Scandinavia
France

USA
People's Republic of China / Hong Kong

Italy
Turkey

The name Avery Dennison is associated worldwide with perfect labelling. In addition to Print & Apply systems
and thermal transfer printers, we also offer: Service, Software and Consumables
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LTP 80

LTPV80

LTSI 80/200 - 80/400

PEP 150

LSA 150

AApppplliiccaattoorrss  aatt  aa  ggllaannccee
Application fields: Industrial applications with normal levels of contamination. Anywhere where speed is important and different label formats are 

used. Anywhere where sensitive, irregular shaped products are to be labeled. Anywhere where printing and application is required. 
Functions: Light touch, with softpads, pneumatic control, fans, universal applicator swivel mechanism.
Benefits: Light touch feature: responds immediately to resistance, which, in combination with fast inversion, allows an application speed 

of up to 20 m/min "on moving products". High level of flexibility, pad does not need to be exchanged when changing label for
mats. Operating speed can be controlled individually. Advantages over LTPV: Thanks to the use of softpads, very soft contact 
with the products. Sensitive, irregular shaped products can be labeled. Cost-effective alternative to LTPV.

Application fields: Industrial applications with high contamination levels, since the use of vacuum pads eliminates any possibility of taking in dust 
particles. Anywhere where there is a need for speed and relatively small label formats. Anywhere where printing and applica-
tion is required. 

Functions: Light touch with flexible vacuum pad, pneumatic control, vacuum, universal applicator swivel mechanism.
Benefits: Light touch feature: responds immediately to resistance, which, in combination with fast inversion, allows an application speed 

of up to 20 m/min "on moving products". Operating speed can be controlled individually. Use of flexible vacuum pads enables 
fast exchange of plates and thus flexible adjustment to a wide range of label types. The vacuum pads can be adapted to suit 
specific label dimensions by the customer themselves without any machining. 
Advantages over LTP: Greater degree of retention of the labels, thanks to the vacuum; thus smaller label formats can be used.

Application fields: Industrial scenarios with high demands on the robustness of the machine. Benefits afforded by the stepper motor. Anywhere 
where there is no compressed air source. Anywhere where printing and application is required.

Functions: Light touch, with softpads, stepper motor, fans, universal applicator swivel mechanism.
Benefits: Light touch feature: responds immediately to resistance, which, in combination with fast inversion, allows an application speed 

of up to 35 m/min "on moving products". Independent of standards, no compressed air is required. High level of flexibility, pad 
does not need to be exchanged when changing label formats. Advantages over LTPV: The use of softpads enables application 
on sensitive, irregular shaped products. Ideal for industrial use, thanks to its robust, industrial quality construction (reinforced 
steel housing).

Application fields: Industrial applications. Anywhere where large label formats are required. High level of flexibility, pad does not need to be 
exchanged when changing label formats. 

Functions: Pneumatic control, fan
Benefits: Robust machine for industrial use. Time-driven applicator. Operating speed can be controlled individually. Internal programmable 

controller for individual scheduling. Advantages over LTP/LTPV: Label formats up to 150 x 150 mm can be applied. 
Cost-effective, robust machine. 

Application fields: Industrial scenarios with high demands on stroke length. Anywhere where large label formats and long stroke lengths are 
required. High level of flexibility, pad does not need to be exchanged when changing label formats. 

Functions: Pneumatic control, fan, universal applicator swivel mechanism.
Benefits: Robust machine for industrial use. Time-driven applicator. Internal programmable controller for individual scheduling. Operating 

speed can be controlled individually. Advantages over LTP/LTPV: Stroke length of 400 mm. Label formats up to 150 x 150 mm 
can be applied.

Dealer


